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Def-

The upward movement of water is called as ascent of sap or 

The transport of water from root to other aerial parts like stem and 

leaves against gravity.



Mechanims
water mover from soil -----Root hairs-----imbibition and osmosis-----

root cell , root epidermis, root cortex----xylem elements of root-----stem 
xylem---stem cell -----petiole----venin of leaf----mesophyll cell of leaf-----
traspiration-------stomata and cuticle ----remove outside







Trasnspiration pull theory or Cohesion 
theory

This theory was originally proposed by Dixon and Joly
(1894) and greatly supported and elaborated by Dixon (1914, 
1924).

This theory is based on the following features:

•Cohesive and Adhesive properties of water molecules to form a 
continuous water column in the xylem.

•Transpiration pull exerted on this water column



Cohesive and Adhesive properties of water molecules to form 
a continuous water column in the xylem
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Transpiration pull exerted on 
this water column



 According this theory as a result of transpiration pull pressure is exerted    

on the column of water in the wood vessels foromabove. 

 The water vapour evaporates through stomata, the stomatal cells with 

draw water from the surrounding mesophyll cells, which in turn will draw 

water from the vacuoles of the cell. 

 Thus the turgour pressure decreases and the osmotic pressure 

increases, resulting increases of suction pressure. 

 Thus a gradient of suction pressure is developed  up to leaf veins. In 

leaves this force may be of 10-15 atmosphere.



The evidence of transpiration pull can be shown by following experiment

A narrow vertical glass tube filled with water 
is placed in a mercury dish. 
At the open upper end a branch is fitted and 
made air tight with the help of polythene 
sheet. 
As transpiration takes place due to suction 
pressure developed mercury is drawn in to the 
tube thus water is drawn up form the tube 
due to trasnpirational pull. 
During hot and dry days the rate of 
transpiration is high and the transpiration 
pull is also high
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